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Embracing ESG: One Mold Builder's Path to Sustainability and Success
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The story of how a company in the moldmaking, injection molding and metal parts industry is
navigating the challenges and opportunities associated with sustainability.
#sustainability

CHRISTINA FUGES  
Editorial Director, MoldMaking Technology

Velosity represents a family of companies specializing in mold building, injection molding, precision machining and custom contract manufacturing.
The team embraces the challenges and opportunities of environmental, social and governance (ESG). Photo Credit, all images: Velosity

In recent years, there has been a noticeable shift in manufacturing toward environmental,
social and governance (ESG) considerations. Manufacturers are no longer evaluated solely
based on their production capabilities or machinery; today, they are also under scrutiny for
their approach to sustainability and social responsibility. As Velosity CEO David Hemink
emphasizes, “The marketplace now votes with its dollars, and ESG compliance is becoming
a pivotal factor in choosing business partners.”

Velosity, a new brand launched in 2023 as a private equity-owned asset under Graham
Partners in Philadelphia, represents an entire family of companies — Teamvantage, MMD
Medical, Custom Mold & Design, CMD Precision and Paradigme Engineering — offering a
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full range of services, including mold building, injection molding, precision machining and
custom contract manufacturing.

Together, these entities form a comprehensive, vertically integrated solution set, serving
130 companies and shipping products to more than 175 countries worldwide across the
medical device, pharmaceuticals, life science, healthcare, defense and industrial sectors. It
has more than 550 dedicated team members across multiple facilities in Minnesota,
boasting an average of 25 years of experience, and over 250,000 square feet of space.

In an ever-changing regulatory landscape, particularly in the highly regulated medical
device and defense sectors, Velosity remains vigilant, adapting to new requirements, which
include ESG. Here, Hemink provides valuable insights into how Velosity is embracing the
challenges and opportunities ESG presents.

“ESG is now the ‘ticket to the dance,’ and companies that fail to embrace ESG risk losing out in a
rapidly changing marketplace.”

 
Understanding ESG in Business
As Hemink points out, the business landscape is evolving rapidly, with significant shifts in
how stakeholders evaluate companies. ESG commitments are increasingly scrutinized, with
stakeholders, including shareholders and consumers, demanding clear ESG frameworks
from the companies they partner with or invest in.

“ESG is now the ‘ticket to the dance,’ and companies that fail to embrace ESG risk losing out
in a rapidly changing marketplace,” Hemink says.

According to Hemink, ESG signifies a comprehensive approach to evaluating a company’s
impact on the environment, commitment to social issues and adherence to governance
principles. This integrated framework has far-reaching implications for businesses across
various industries, including manufacturing.

“For example, customers now demand greater transparency regarding consumption and
waste management practices,” Hemink says. This has led the company to recognize the
importance of ESG and the need to adopt a sustainable approach to meet evolving market
expectations.

Hemink outlines five compelling reasons why businesses, including mold builders, should
prioritize ESG:

1. Regulatory Compliance and Liability Risk: Regulatory requirements are becoming
more stringent, and companies face increasing liability risks. High-profile
manufacturing pollution cases and multi-billion-dollar fines for environmental
damages, highlight the significance of ESG in managing regulatory compliance and
liability.
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Third-Party ESG Certification Help
EcoVadis, a third-party
environmental, social and
governance (ESG) and
sustainability organization,
offers certification and
guidance to companies striving
to meet higher ESG standards.
The certification process is
rigorous, Velosity CEO David
Hemink notes, but obtaining it
can significantly elevate a
company’s standing in the
market and open doors to new
opportunities, such as requests
for proposals (RFPs). Customers
have actively sought out
EcoVadis-certified partners.
Velosity’s goal is to move from
bronze to silver certification*,
reflecting a commitment to ESG
practices and sustainability.

*EcoVadis sustainability
recognition levels are based on
the percentile rank of your
company’s EcoVadis score and a
minimum theme score. The
medals’ criteria are reviewed
periodically. The criteria for
scorecards published from Jan. 1,
2023 are as follows:

Velosity recycles cutting oils in its machining
department and reduces approximately 75%
of the cutting oil consumption (~6,000
gallons) with a PRAB chip wringer/shredder
system.

2. Operational Excellence: ESG initiatives drive
operational excellence by promoting sustainable
practices that lead to cost savings, improved
resource management and reduced
environmental impact.

3. Attracting Talent: In a competitive job market,
ESG can be a powerful tool for attracting and
retaining talent. Employees increasingly seek
employers who are committed to ethical and
sustainable business practices.

4. Greenhouse Gas Management: ESG frameworks
compel companies to manage their greenhouse
gas emissions responsibly, which not only benefits
the environment but also mitigates financial and
reputational risks.

5. Cost Savings: ESG practices need not be cost-
prohibitive. In fact, companies can realize
substantial cost savings through energy-efficient
solutions, waste reduction and employee
retention, all while gaining a competitive edge.

Opportunities and Accomplishments
Implementing ESG programs requires a deep
commitment that goes beyond mere lip service.
“Companies must be willing to invest in sustainability
and provide evidence of their efforts,” Hemlink says.
Here are four key areas that helped form the basis of
Velosity’s sustainability strategy.

1. Material
Selection:
Businesses
must
carefully
choose
materials
that
minimize

environmental impact, are ethically sourced and
can be recycled or disposed of responsibly.

https://ecovadis.com/
https://resources.ecovadis.com/ecovadis-medals-and-badges-program-2024-resources-for-rated-customers/ecovadis-medals-and-badges-program-2024
https://resources.ecovadis.com/ecovadis-medals-and-badges-program-2024-resources-for-rated-customers/ecovadis-medals-and-badges-program-2024
https://www.prab.com/metal-scrap-processing-equipment/turning-and-chip-processing-systems/e-series-chip-processing-systems/
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Platinum – Top 1% (overall
score between 78 and 100)
Gold – Top 5% (overall score
between 70 and 77)
Silver – op 25% (overall score
between 59 and 69)
Bronze – Top 50% (overall
score between 50 and 58)

2. Energy-Efficient Manufacturing: Sustainable
manufacturing processes not only reduce a
company’s carbon footprint but also lead to
significant cost savings. For Velosity the challenge
of managing its large facility, which spans 250,000
square feet and is equipped with extensive
machinery, is the substantial energy consumption.
Strategies the company employs to reduce energy
use include shutting down equipment when not in
use, optimizing time and space allocation, and
adjusting shifts to minimize internal resource consumption and electricity use.

3. Waste Reduction: Reducing unnecessary waste in production and shipping processes
and adopting more efficient packaging and management practices can minimize waste   

4. Recycling Programs: By recycling materials and components, companies can
contribute to a circular economy, reduce the consumption of new resources and align
with sustainable practices.
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Velosity was awarded a $10,000 grant to purchase a trash compactor and cardboard baler to reduce waste.

Here are three of the company’s sustainability accomplishments:

1. LED Lighting: The company has transitioned to LED light bulbs in 99% of its facilities,
reducing light pollution and energy consumption and the new facilities have natural
light components on the manufacturing floor with lines of sight to the outside, reducing
the need to consume as much artificial light.

2. Cutting Oil Reduction: The company has invested in equipment to remove oil from
metal shavings and reintroduce the recycled oil into machining centers, yielding a 78%
reduction in waste and recycling costs. The dry metal shavings, now free of oil, are
collected and sent for recycling. This process eliminates the need to purchase additional
oil and reduces the weight of recycled metal shavings without fluid, leading to lower gas
consumption. It also decreases the risk of employees handling large tote bins of recycled
shavings. The company saved 80,000 pounds of materials last year through this
approach, and this year’s savings are expected to be even more substantial.
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LED lighting has been installed in 99% of
the Velosity facilities.

3. Employee Diversity and Low Turnover: Proof of
the company’s commitment to social responsibility
is that 25% of the senior leadership team
comprises women and an ongoing effort to reach
a more balanced representation. Women make up
30% of the workforce at Velosity and reflect that
same percentage across management positions.
This diversity initiative is driven by a desire for
the employee base to mirror the customer base,
enhancing understanding and connection with customers. The company has hired more
than 150 individuals in crucial roles to maintain this balance. They also boast a low
employee turnover rate.

In today’s business landscape, Hemink concludes, “ESG is not just a buzzword; it is a
strategic imperative.” Companies embracing ESG as a fundamental part of their operations
and culture can gain a significant advantage, benefiting the environment and society, and
contributing to cost savings and talent retention.

Landscape Source: Velosity


